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Abstract

Power quality is the key factor that influences the stability and security of grid system with the wind power integration. Strengthening the evaluation research of power quality of wind farm has significant influence. This paper constructs the fuzzy neural network model to evaluate the power qualities of different observation points of wind farm, and uses certain power quality classifications to verify the security and stability of wind power in grid-connection. Numerical example analysis will verify that the model in this paper is reasonable and subjective in power quality classification determination, and corresponding power evaluation result in the same classification is characterized by high identification degree and high resolution, which has advisory value for decision making.
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1. Introduction

Over consumption and continuous pollution of traditional fossil energy lead to the development of renewable energy. Among which, wind power, characterized by infinite resource, convenient obtaining, little environment pollution, has attracted worldwide attention. Chinese wind resource and power market are contrarily distributed, as a result, power of wind farm cannot be consumed locally or connected with the grid easily. Furthermore, the volatility and intermittence of wind power have significant influence on power quality and peak regulation ability of public grid-connection point, and the grid stability might be impacted as well. And the biggest problem of wind power grid-connection is the power quality problems, such as voltage deviation, voltage fluctuation and harmonic voltage. Therefore, research on power quality evaluation of wind power grid-connection has reference value for the power quality classification evaluation of wind farm grid-integration points, other power supply points and the power pricing [1-3].

Current comprehensive evaluation methods on power quality of wind farm include grey correlation, cloud matter model, cloud barycenter theory and analytic hierarchy process. To reduce the observation cost, Ali Sardar and Wu Kui (2015) adopted a learn-from-data approach to obtain a device latent feature model, which captured the device behavior as a PQ transition function [4]. Based on the situation that power quality evaluation is impacted by human factors, Fu Xueqianand Chen Haoyong (2015) put forward an evaluation method with weighted rank sum ratio [5]. Under the background of big data analysis, Zhang Huaying, Zhu Zhengguo et al (2015) proposed a transient evaluation method which extended data source to observation data of grid operation and consumer data [6]. Wang Lei and Wang Qiusha (2015) adopted an evaluation model based on cloud barycenter to solve the problem of uncertainty of observation data for subjective and reasonable result [7]. While indexes of power are complicated and nonlinear, Zhao Xian, Zhou Lixing et al (2014) put forward three standard degrees updated analytic hierarchy process to evaluate the power quality [8]. In recent years,
neural network can approximate the nonlinear relationship between the input and output by arbitrary precision, so it is widely used in relevant evaluation study. Song Lingli et al. (2015) proposed an integrate evaluation method for operation efficiency of power, which is based on fuzzy neural network[9]. For the fuzziness of classification of water quality standards, Zhao Xu, Chen Lili (2015) introduced the theory of fuzzy neural network, and established the evaluation model of water environment quality [10]. Since power in the same classification is characterized by low identification degree and low resolution, this paper puts forward an evaluation method with fuzzy neural network.

2. Evaluation Indexes of Power Quality of Wind Farm

Power quality is decided by the distance between real situation of grid and the ideal system. As to the sustainable three-phase AC voltage, the waveform of its current and voltage should be sinusoidal and distortionless, and its frequency amplitude should be in the allowed range. Power of wind farm connects the grid in points of common coupling (PCC), and during this process, 6 kinds of major power quality pollutions might happen, including frequency offset, voltage deviation, voltage fluctuation, voltage flicker, harmonic voltage and three-phase unbalance. These problems will influence the security operation of wind farm and the grid system and the equipment. Especially that harmonic pollution will have impact on power grid, electronic equipment and communication line [11].

In this basis, the evaluation index system is constructed as following Figure 1.

3. Fuzzy Neural Network Model of Power Quality Evaluation of Wind Farm

Fuzzy System (FS) combines with Neural Network (NN) to create the Fuzzy Neural Network (FNN). FNN can avoid the disadvantages of fuzzy logic in learning of FS and fuzzy data processing of NN, and it has language calculation ability, distributed processing ability, logical thinking ability and nonlinear dynamics ability.

3.1. Fuzzy Neural Network Model Construction

(1) Standardization of sample matrix and standard index matrix

Suppose \( n \) indexes of the sample set of power quality need identification and each of them has \( m \) factors (in this paper, \( m = 6 \)), namely the observation index matrix is \( X_{\text{mea}} = (x_{ij})_{m \times n} \) [12]. Let \( Y_{\text{mea}} = (y_{ic})_{m \times c} \) be the standard index matrix, and \( c \) means the standard classification of factors. If the evaluation interval of power quality is of numerical interval type, take its standard value of classification as the evaluation degree.
\(c(c = 5)\) is also the standard classification number; the standard value of the \(h\)-th standard classification index is \(y_{ih}\), and \(h\) is the classification of standard identification matrix, \(h = 1, 2, ..., c\). Since power quality is fuzzy and sustainably changed, this paper uses relative membership degree to describe its fuzziness \([13-14]\): if the relative membership of \(\text{“Good” power quality}\) belongs to the first standard value classification of standard matrix, let its membership degree be 1; if the relative membership of \(\text{“Good” power quality}\) belongs to \(c\)-th standard value classification of standard matrix, let its membership degree be 0; if the relative membership of \(\text{“Good” power quality}\) belongs to value among the range of \((1, c)\), its membership degree can be obtained with following Equation (1):

\[
s_{ih} = 1 - \frac{y_{ih} - y_{i1}}{y_{ic} - y_{i1}}
\]

(1)

Transform matrices \(X_{mcn}\) and \(Y_{mcn}\) into corresponding index relative membership degree matrix \(R_{mcn} = (r_{ij})_{mcn}\), the standard index relative membership degree matrix is \(S_{mcn} = (s_{ih})_{mcn}\), relative membership degree \(u_{hj}\) means the classification of sample \(j\) is \(h(h = 1, 2, ..., c)\), and the relative membership degree matrix of degrees is \(U_{cxn} = (u_{hj})_{cxn}\), whose constraint condition is shown in following Equation (2):

\[
\sum_{h=1}^{c} u_{hj} = 0, 0 < u_{hj} < 1, \forall h, \forall j
\]

(2)

(2) Fuzzy neural network model construction

To determine the classification of power quality, the membership degree matrix of trained fuzzy neural network is obtained and shown in Equation (2), and this comprehensive evaluation model chooses a three-layer BP network, including the input layer, the hidden layer and the output layer. Since there are 6 indexes and 5 classifications in this paper, the numbers of input neuron and output neuron is respectively 6 and 5. Calculate the number of hidden layer neuron with Equation (3) \([15]\):

Number of hidden layer neuron=

\[
\frac{(\text{input layer neuron number} \times \text{output layer neuron number})^{1/2}}{}
\]

(3)

According to calculation, the number of hidden layer neuron is 5 and the fuzzy neural network structure is shown in Figure 2.
During network learning process, the input of forward transportation is the basic information of training sample and the reverse transportation contains the error and modification information. Usually, the encouragement function is the sustainable derivable bounded sigmoid function, the non-derivable step function, or the radial basis function [16]. Considering the wild application of sigmoid function, this paper adopts sigmoid function as the encouragement function.

(3) Creating training sample

It can be seen from the standard of power quality, that various indexes have their upper and lower limits, and if every component of sample data is in the allowed range of certain classification of power quality standard, we can determine the classification of this sample. Therefore, using finite interpolation method (or random sampling method) to process the power quality can obtain enough training sample to satisfy data requirement of the model [17]. We adopt this method to create 3,000 samples as the testing and detection samples, separately select 500 samples from these two sample groups, and the rest 2,000 samples are chosen as the training samples. Standard membership degree training samples and corresponding membership degree values are shown in Table 1.

(4) Flow figure of fuzzy neural network model

Flow figure of calculation process based on above methods is shown in following Figure 3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifications</th>
<th>Training samples of $S_{mcc}$</th>
<th>Corresponding membership degree values of samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classification 1</td>
<td>$s_{11}$, $s_{21}$, ..., $s_{m1}$</td>
<td>1, 0, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 Interpolation</td>
<td>$(s_{11}+s_{12})/2$, $(s_{21}+s_{22})/2$, ..., $(s_{m1}+s_{m2})/2$</td>
<td>0.5, 0.5, 0, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4 Interpolation</td>
<td>$(3s_{11}+s_{12})/4$, $(3s_{21}+s_{22})/4$, ..., $(3s_{m1}+s_{m2})/4$</td>
<td>0.75, 0.25, 0, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification 2</td>
<td>$s_{12}$, $s_{22}$, ..., $s_{m2}$</td>
<td>0, 1, 0, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification c</td>
<td>$s_{1c}$, $s_{2c}$, ..., $s_{mc}$</td>
<td>0, 0, 0, 0, 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data source: "Evaluate power quality with fuzzy neural network model"

3.2. Determining Classification of Power Quality

Considering maximum membership degree law, classification condition does not exist in undefined concept, so we use classification eigenvalue to determine classification of power quality with Equation (4):

$$T_i = [1, 2, 3, ..., c] \times U_{c \times n} = [t_1, t_2, t_3, ..., t_n]$$

In Equation (4), $c - 1 < t_j \leq c$, if $t_j = c$, then power quality of sample $j$ belongs to classification $c$ [18].
Based on the fuzzy concept, normalizing the classification eigenvalue matrix in Equation (4) for further fuzzy process to obtain Equation (5):

\[ T_2 = \left[ 1, 2, 3, ..., c \right] \times \left[ \frac{T_i}{\sum_{j=1}^{c} T_j} \right] \quad (5) \]

Then we can determine the classification of power quality of wind farm.

4. Numerical Example Analysis

4.1. Practical Numerical Example

Select 5 main transformer substation bus nodes of certain large wind farm for wind quality observation and obtain 5 wind quality index data sets [19]. These 5 bus nodes include: 10KV bus nodes of Jinniu transformer substation, denoted by A; 110KV bus nodes of Waipu transformer substation, denoted by B; 10KV bus nodes of Niu Touling transformer substation, denoted by C; 35KV bus nodes of Zu Zaiao transformer substation, denoted by D; 10KV bus nodes of Da Lankou transformer substation, denoted by E. And corresponding power quality observation data is shown in Table 2.

### Table 2. Initial Data Set of Wind Quality in Different Measuring Points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observation points</th>
<th>Frequency offset /Hz</th>
<th>Voltage deviation /%</th>
<th>Voltage fluctuation /%</th>
<th>Voltage flicker /%</th>
<th>Harmonic voltage /%</th>
<th>Three-phase unbalance /%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data source: “Wind farm power quality analysis and evaluation”

4.2. Wind Farm Power Quality Evaluation with Fuzzy Neural Network Model

Select 5 observation points with 6 evaluation indexes to obtain groups of data as the samples. Input relative membership degrees of sample data into the trained fuzzy neural network, and we can obtain relative membership degree matrix \( U_{5,5} \) of observation data of power quality compared with standard classification.

\[
U_{5,5} = \begin{bmatrix}
0.424 & 0.0005 & 0 & 0 & 0.3122 \\
0.5712 & 0.4326 & 0 & 0 & 0.6316 \\
0.0048 & 0.5669 & 0 & 0.2445 & 0.0562 \\
0 & 0 & 0.3321 & 0.7213 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0.6679 & 0.0342 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Using Equation (4) and (5) to obtain matrix \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \):

\[
T_1 = \left[ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 \right] \times U_{5,5} = \begin{bmatrix} 1.5898, 2.5644, 4.6679, 1.744, 2.6317 \end{bmatrix}
\]
\[ T_s = \left[ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 \right] \times \left[ \frac{T_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{5} t_j} \right]^T = \left[ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 \right] \times \left[ 0.12046, 0.19431, 0.35369, 0.13214, 0.1994 \right]^T = 3.09571 \]

According to determining method of power quality, we can obtain the power quality classifications of 5 evaluation points, which are shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation points</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation result</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We used fuzzy neural network model to evaluate power quality of observation points, and the comprehensive evaluation result of this wind farm belongs to classification 3, a fine power quality situation.

5. Conclusions

Applying fuzzy neural network model into power quality evaluation can determine the quality classification of wind farm and the difference of certain classification, which reflects that model in this paper has strong scheduling and classifying abilities. By using fuzzy neural network model to evaluate power quality of different observation points of wind farm, we can determine the security of wind power integration. Evaluation result with model in this paper is reasonable and subjective, and power evaluation in the same degree is characterized by high identification degree and high resolution, which has advisory value for decision making. However, research in this paper needs improvement in adding to more evaluation indexes, meanwhile, wind farm with more complicated constraints cannot obtain correct evaluation results with model in this paper. So far, wind power integration has many technical problems which need to be solved, and it requires more research.
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